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Abstract Tensor completion recovers missing entries of multiway data. The missing
of entries could often be caused during the data acquisition and transformation. In
this paper, we provide an overview of recent development in low rank tensor com-
pletion for estimating the missing components of visual data, e. g. , color images and
videos. First, we categorize these methods into two groups based on the different op-
timization models. One optimizes factors of tensor decompositions with predefined
tensor rank. The other iteratively updates the estimated tensor via minimizing the
tensor rank. Besides, we summarize the corresponding algorithms to solve those
optimization problems in details. Numerical experiments are given to demonstrate
the performance comparison when different methods are applied to color image and
video processing.
1 Introduction
Multidimensional data is becoming important for dealing with the science and en-
gineering problems. In these fields, the size of data is increasing. Tensor, which is a
generation of matrix, provides a natural way to represent multidimensional data. For
example, a color image is a third-order tensor, which has two indexes in the spatial
space and one index in the color. Besides, a color video is a forth-order tensor with
an additional index in the time variable. Employing tensor analysis to process mul-
tidimensional data, such as in signal and image processing [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9],
Quantum Chemistry [10, 11, 12], computer vision [13, 14, 15] and data min-
ing [16, 17, 18], has aroused more attention in recent years. In most case, some
entries of the acquired multidimensional data are missed. Hence, a well-performed
recovery technology should be proposed.
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Completion tries to recover the missing data from its observed data according
to some prior information. With the success of low rank matrix completion [19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28], low rank tensor completion is an extension to
process the multi-dimensional data. Owing to the different decomposition formats,
a series of tensor completion methods are proposed. In order to know about the
development of the tensor completion in processing color images and videos, we
provide a review to cover the recently methods in this field. The related work in [29]
summarizes the tensor completion algorithms in big data analytics. Compared with
it, the difference are as follows: (1). Our survey for tensor completion mainly focus
on the field in images and videos processing and we do some experiments using the
images to test the algorithms; (2). Compared with CP decomposition and Tucker
decomposition adopted in previous work, we introduce additional decomposition
methods, such as t-SVD, tensor train decomposition and tensor ring decomposition.
(3). We mainly divide the tensor completion into two groups. For each group, based
on different tensor decomposition methods, we offer several optimization models
and algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some nota-
tions and preliminaries for tensor decomposition. In Section 3, the matrix comple-
tion is reviewed. The detailed overview of tensor completion is presented in Section
4. Section 5 provides some experiments for tensor completion using different tensor
decomposition formats. The conclusion are concluded in Sec. 6. Finally, the discus-
sion and future work are presented in Sec. 7.
2 Notaions and Preliminaries
A scalar, a vector, a matrix, and a tensor are written as a, a, A, and A , respec-
tively. a∗ denotes the conjugate of a. The matrix nuclear norm of A is denoted as
‖A‖∗ = ∑Nn=1σn(A), where σn(A) is the singular value of matrix A. For a N-order
tensor A ∈ RI1×···×IN , the multi-index is defined as i1i2 · · · iN = i1 + (i2 − 1)I1 +
(i3− 1)I1I2 + · · ·+(iN − 1)I1 · · · IN−1 for in = 1,2, · · · , In, n = 1,2, · · · ,N.The vec-
torization of tensor A is denoted as vec(A ). The “reshape” is a reshaping oper-
ation from a matrix or a vector to a tensor, e.g., we can obtain a 3rd=order tensor
X ∈ RI1×I2×I3 by the operating reshape(X, I1, I2, I3) from a matrix X ∈ RI1I2×I3 or
reshape(x, I1, I2, I3) from a vector x ∈ RI1I2I3 . The most common typed of tensor
operations can be see Table 1.
Definition 1. (k-unfolding [30]) For an N-order tensor A ∈ RI1×···×IN whose k-
unfolding is defined as a matrix
A<k> ∈ RI1···Ik×Ik+1···IN
with entries
A<k>(i1i2 · · · ik, ik+1 · · · iN) = ai1i2···iN ,
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Table 1: Main tensor/matrix products
A<k> ∈ RI1···Ik×Ik+1···IN k-unfolding of A
A[k] ∈ RIk×I1···Ik−1Ik+1···IN mode-k unfolding A
c =<A ,B > inner product of A andB with the same size
C =A ⊗B ∈ RI1J1×···×IN JN Kronecker product of A ∈ RI1×···×IN andB ∈ RJ1×···×JN
C =A ◦B ∈ RI1×···×IN×J1×···×JN tensor or outer product of A ∈ RI1×···×IN
andB ∈ RJ1×···×JM
C =A ×n B ∈ RI1×···×In−1×J×In+1···×IN mode-n product of A ∈ RI1×···×IN and a matrix B ∈ RJ×In
C =<A ,B >L∈ RI1×···×IN×Q1×···×QM contracted product of A ∈ RI1×···×IN×P1×···×PL
andB ∈ RP1×···×PL×Q1×···×QM
U =U1U2 · · ·UN ∈ RS1×(I1···IN )×SN+1 connection product of 3-order tensors Un ∈ RSn×In×Sn+1
where ai1i2···iN is the i1i2 · · · iN-th element of A .
Definition 2. (Mode-k unfolding [30]) For an N-order tensor A ∈ RI1×···×IN , its
mode-k unfolding is defined as a matrix
A[k] ∈ RIk×I1···Ik−1Ik+1···IN
with entries
A[k](ik, i1 · · · ik−1ik+1 · · · iN) = ai1i2···iN ,
where ai1i2···iN is the i1i2 · · · iN-th element of A .
Definition 3. (Tensor inner product) For two tensors A and B with the same
size, their inner product is defined as < A ,B >=< vec(A ),vec(B) >, where
vec(A ) = vec(A<1>).
Definition 4. (Tensor Frobenius norm) The Frobenius norm of a tensor is defined
as ‖A ‖2F =< vec(A ),vec(A )>.
Definition 5. (Tensor Kronecker product) For multiway arrays A ∈ RI1×···×IN
and B ∈ RJ1×···×JN , the Kronecker product can be denoted as C = A ⊗B ∈
RI1J1×···×IN JN with entries ci1 j1,...,iN jN=ai1 ,...,iN b j1 ,..., jN , where in jn = jn+(in−1)Jn.
Definition 6. (Tensor or outer product) For two tensors A ∈ RI1×···×IN and B ∈
RJ1×···×JM , the tensor or outer product can be defined asC =A ◦B ∈RI1×···×IN×J1×···×JN
with entries ci1,...,iN , j1,..., jM = ai1...,iN b j1,..., jM .
Definition 7. (Tensor mode-n product) For a tensor A ∈ RI1×···×IN and a vector
b ∈ RIn , the tensor mode-n product can be defined as
C =A ×n b ∈ RI1×···×In−1×In+1···×IN ,
with entries
ci1,...,in−1,in+1,···N =
In
∑
in=1
(ai1,...,aN bin).
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Meanwhile, for a tensor A ∈ RI1×···×IN and a matrix B ∈ RJ×In , the tensor mode-n
product can be defined as
C =A ×n B ∈ RI1×···×In−1×J×In+1···×IN ,
with entries
ci1,...,in−1, j,in+1,···N =
In
∑
in=1
(ai1,...,aN b j,in).
This can be expressed in a matrix form C[n] = BA[n] .
Definition 8. (Tensor contracted product) For multiway arraysA ∈RI1×···×IN×P1×···×PL
and B ∈ RP1×···×PL×Q1×···×QM , the contracted product C ∈ RI1×···×IN×Q1×···×QM is
defined as
C =<A ,B >L
with entries
ci1,··· ,iN ,q1,··· ,qM
=
P1,··· ,PL
∑
p1=1,··· ,pL=1
ai1,··· ,iN ,p1,··· ,pL bp1,··· ,pL,q1,··· ,qM .
Definition 9. (CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) decomposition [31, 32]) For a
multiway array A ∈ RI1×···×IN , the CP decomposition is defined as
A = ∑Ss=1λsb
(1)
s ◦b(2)s ◦ · · · ◦b(N)s
= G ×1 B(1)×2 B(2) · · ·×N B(N),
where b(1)s ◦ b(2)s ◦ · · · ◦ b(N)s is rank-one tensor, the non-zero entries λs of the di-
agonal core tensor G ∈ RS×S×···×S represent the weight of rank-one tensors and
B(n) = [b(n)1 ,b
(n)
2 , . . . ,b
(n)
S ] ∈ RIn×S. The rank of CP representation is defined as
rankCP(A ) = S, which is the sum number of rank-one tensors. For more intuitively
understanding CP decomposition, an example for 3-order tensor is shown in Fig. 1.
Definition 10. (Tucker decomposition [33, 34, 35, 32]) For a multiway array A ∈
RI1×···×IN , the Tucker decomposition is defined as
A =
S1
∑
s1=1
×
SN
∑
sN=1
gs1s2...sN (b
(1)
s1 ◦b(1)s2 ◦ · · · ◦b(N)sN )
= G ×1 B(1)×2 B(2) · · ·×N B(N),
where G ∈RS1×S2×···×SN , B(n)= [b(n)1 ,b(n)2 , . . . ,b(n)S ]∈RIn×Sn and the rank of Tucker
representation is defined as rankTucker(A ) = (S1,S2, · · · ,SN). The detailed illustra-
tion of 3-order Tucker decomposition can be seen in Fig. 2.
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𝜆1 𝜆𝑆
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𝐼2
𝐼3
𝐼1 × 𝑆 𝐼2 × 𝑆
𝐼3 × 𝑆
（𝑆 × 𝑆 × 𝑆）
Fig. 1: An example of CP decomposition.
 (1)B (2)B
(3)
B
𝐼1
𝐼2
𝐼3
𝐼1 × 𝑆1 𝐼2 × 𝑆2
𝐼3 × 𝑆3
𝑆1 × 𝑆2 × 𝑆3
𝑆1
𝑆2
𝑆3
Fig. 2: An example of Tucker decomposition.
Definition 11. (Tensor permutation) For a multiway arrayX ∈RI1×···×IN , the ten-
sor permutation is defined asX Pn ∈ RIn×···×IN×I1···×In−1 :
X Pn(in, · · · , iN , i1, · · · , in−1) =X (i1, · · · , iN).
Definition 12. (Tensor train decomposition [36]) For a multiway array A ∈
RI1×···×IN , the tensor train decomposition is defined as
A (i1, i2, · · · , iN) =U1(:, i1, :)U2(:, i2, :) · · ·UN(:, iN , :),
where the Un ∈ RSn×In×Sn+1 , n = 1, · · · ,N are the cores, and the rank of tensor train
representation is defined as rankTT(A ) = (S1,S2, · · · ,SN+1) with S1 = SN+1 = 1.
The graphical of tensor train decomposition can be seen in Fig. 3.
Definition 13. (Tensor ring decomposition) [37] For a multiway arrayA ∈RI1×···×IN ,
the tensor ring decomposition is defined as
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𝐼1
𝐼2
𝐼𝑛
𝐼𝑁

…
…
… …
𝐼1 𝐼2 𝐼𝑛 𝐼𝑁
𝑆1 = 1 𝑆𝑁+1 = 1𝑆2 𝑆3 𝑆𝑛 𝑆𝑛+1 𝑆𝑁
𝒰1 𝒰2 𝒰𝑛 𝒰𝑁
Fig. 3: An example of Tensor train decomposition.
A (i1, i2, · · · , iN) = tr(U1(:, i1, :)U2(:, i2, :) · · ·UN(:, iN , :)),
where the Un ∈ RSn×In×Sn+1 , n = 1, · · · ,N are the cores, and the rank of tensor
ring representation is defined as rankTR(A ) = (S1,S2, · · · ,SN) and SN+1 = S1. The
graphical of tensor ring decomposition can be seen in Fig. 4.
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𝐼2
𝐼𝑛
𝐼𝑁
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…
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𝑆3
𝑆𝑛
𝑆𝑛+1
𝑆𝑁
𝒰1
𝒰2
𝒰𝑛𝒰𝑁
…
Fig. 4: An example of Tensor ring decomposition.
Tensor train is a special case of tensor ring when S1 = 1, we treated these two
decomposition as a simple tensor network decomposition format. For an efficient
representation of tensor network decomposition, we first introduce a tensor product
between 3-order tensors, called tensor connection product.
Before that, the left and right unfoldings of the factors in tensor train decompo-
sition are denoted as:
ULn = (Un)<2> ∈ RSnIn×Sn+1 ,
URn = (Un)<1> ∈ RSn×InSn+1 .
Definition 14. (Tensor connection product) [38] The tensor connection product
for N 3-order tensors Un ∈ RSn×In×Sn+1 is defined as
U =U1U2 · · ·UN ∈ RS1×(I1···IN)×SN+1 ,
where UnUn+1 ∈ RSn×(InIn+1)×Sn+2 satisfies
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UnUn+1 = reshape(ULn U
R
n+1, [Sn, InIn+1,Sn+2])
for n = 1, · · · ,N, where reshape is a reshaping operation from a matrix of the size
SnIn× In+1Sn+2 to a tensor of the size Sn× (InIn+1)×Sn+2.
Then simple tensor network decomposition can be represented as A = f (U ) =
f (U1U2 · · ·UN), where function f is a trace operation onU (:, i, :), i= 1, · · · , I1I2 · · · IN ,
and followed by a reshaping operation from vector of the size 1× (I1I2 · · · IN)×1 to
tensor of the size I1× I2×·· ·× IN .
Theorem 1. (Cyclic permutation property) Based on the definition of tensor per-
mutation and tensor train decomposition, the tensor permutation ofA is equivalent
to the cyclic permutation of its factors in tensor train decomposition form:
A Pn = f (Un · · ·UNU1 · · ·Un−1),
with entries
A Pn(in, · · · , iN , i1, · · · , in−1) = Trace(Un(:, in, :) · · ·
UN(:, iN , :)U1(:, i1, :) · · ·Un−1(:, in−1, :)).
Definition 15. (t-product [39]) For multiway arraysA ∈RI1×I2×I3 andB ∈RI2×I4×I3 ,
the t-product can be defined as:
C =A ∗B ∈ RI1×I4×I3
with
C (i1, i4, :) =
I2
∑
i2=1
A (i1, i2, :)•B(i2, i4, :),
where • denotes the circular convolution between two tubes of same size.
Definition 16. (conjugate transpose) [40] The conjugate transpose of a tensor A
of size I1× I2× I3 is the I2× I1× I3 tensor A T obtained by conjugate transposing
each of the frontal slice and then reversing the order of transposed frontal slices
from 2 to I3.
Definition 17. (t-SVD [40]) For a tensor A ∈ RI1×I2×I3 , the t-SVD of A is given
by
A =U ∗S ∗V T
where U ∈ RI1×I1×I3 and V ∈ RI2×I2×I3 satisfy U ∗U T = U T ∗U = I ∈
RI1×I1×I3 and V ∗V T = V T ∗V = I ∈ RI2×I2×I3 respectively, and S ∈ RI1×I2×I3
is a f-diagonal tensor whose frontal slices ia a diagonal matrix.
We can obtain this decomposition by computing matrix singular value decompo-
sition (SVD) in the Fourier domain, as it shows in Algorithm 1. Fig. 4 illustrates the
decomposition for the three-dimensional case.
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Algorithm1 : t-SVD for 3-way data
Input: A ∈ RI1×I2×I3
D ←fft(A ,[],3),
for i = 1 to I3, do
[ U , S , V ] = svd(D(:, :, i)),
Uˆ (:, :, i)=U, Sˆ (:, :, i))=S, Vˆ (:, :, i) =V,
end for
U ← ifft(Uˆ ,[],3), S ← ifft(Sˆ ,[],3), V ← ifft(Vˆ ,[],3),
Output: U ,S ,V
𝐼1
𝐼2
𝐼3
𝐼1
𝐼1
𝐼3
T𝐼2
𝐼2
𝐼3
2I
1I
3I
 
Fig. 5: Illustration of the t-SVD of an I1× I2× I3 tensor.
3 Matrix Completion
Matrix completion is the problem of recovering a data matrix from its partial entries.
In many problems, we often assume that the matrix, which we wish to recover, is
low rank or approximately low rank. The optimization model for matrix completion
was proposed firstly in [19], and can be formulated as:
minimize
X
rank(X)
subject to XO = TO, (1)
where X represents the completed low-rank matrix, the rank(X) is equal to the rank
of the matrix X and the O is the entries sets. The equality constraint XO = TO
means that the available entries in observation matrix T is equal to the available
entries in completed matrix X. This optimization problem is NP-hard, and can be
solved by some fundamental matrix completion approaches. These methods could
be divided into two categories : minimize matrix nuclear norm and low rank matrix
decomposition.
3.1 nuclear norm based matrix completion
In solving the matrix completion problems, we can use matrix nuclear norm replace
non-convex rank function as a convex surrogate. It has been proven that matrix
nuclear norm is the tightest lower bound of matrix rank function among all possible
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convex [26]. The optimization problem (1) can be written as:
minimize
X
‖X‖∗
subject to XO = TO, (2)
where the nuclear norm is defined as ‖X‖∗ = ∑min{M,N}i=1 σi, σi is the singular value
of X, which can be obtained by singular value decomposition (SVD).
The singular value thresholding (SVT) algorithm can solve problem (2) by sin-
gular value shrinkage operator, which is defined as:
SVTτ(X) = Usthτ(Σ)VT,
where U and V are the right singular vectors and left singular vectors, respectively.
sthτ is the well-known soft thresholding operator as follows:
sthτ = sgn(x)max(|x|− τ,0).
With τ > 0 and a sequence of scalar step sizes δ ≥ 1, Y0, the algorithm defines [20]:
Xk = SVTτ(Yk−1)
Yk = Yk−1+δ (TO−XkO), (3)
until a stopping criterion is reached.
Another method to tackle the problem (2) is that add an additional variable matrix
M and obtain the following equivalent formulation [27]:
minimize
M
‖M‖∗
subject to M = X, XO = TO. (4)
Then we define the following augment Lagrangian function:
minimize
M
‖M‖∗+ 〈Λ ,M−X〉+ β2 ‖M−X‖
2
F
subject to XO = TO, (5)
and according to the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [41]
framework, one can iteratively update M, X, andΛ , with the initial values X0O =TO
and XO¯ = 0 , the algorithm can be formulated as:
Mk = D 1
β
(Xk−1+
1
β
Λ k−1)
XkO¯ = (M
k− 1
β
Λ k−1)O¯
Λ k =Λ k−1−β (Mk−Xk), (6)
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until a stopping criterion is reached.
3.2 low rank matrix decomposition based matrix completion
It’s known that SVD becomes increasingly costly as the sizes of the underlying
matrices increase, so nuclear norm based algorithms should bear the computational
cost required by SVD. It is therefore desirable to exploit an alternative approach
that avoids SVD computation all together, by replacing it with some less expensive
computation. Hence, a non-SVD approach in order to more efficiently solve large-
scale matrix completion problems has been proposed.
Based on the low rank matrix decomposition model, the problem (1) can be con-
verted into [24]:
minimize
X,Y,Z
1
2
‖XY−Z‖2F
subject to ZO = TO, (7)
where X ∈ Rm×S, Y ∈ RS×n, Z ∈ Rm×n, and the integer S is the rank of matrix Z.
This problem can be solved by updating these three variables by minimizing (7) with
respect to each one separately while fixing the other two. The updated algorithm is
following iterative scheme:
Xk = Zk−1(Yk−1)T(Yk−1(Yk−1)T)†
Yk = ((Xk)TXk)†((Xk)TZk)
Zk = (XkYk)O¯+TO (8)
4 Tensor Completion
Tensor is the generalization of the matrix. Tensor completion is defined as a problem
of completing an N-th order tensor X ∈ RI1×I2···×IN from its known entries given
by an index set O. In recent literature, the successful recovery of tensor completion
mainly relies on its low rank assumption. The methods for tensor completion include
two kinds of approaches. One is based on a given rank and update factors in tensor
completion. The one directly minimizes the tensor rank and updates the low-rank
tensor.
The main framework of this chapter can be illustrated by Fig. 6.
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Tensor Completion
Factorization based 
tensor completion
Solutions based on
ALS
Solutions based on 
Riemannian structure
Rank minimization
tensor completion
Solutions based on
ADMM
Fig. 6: The outline of this chapter.
4.1 Factorization based approaches
In this section, we demonstrate the tensor completion based on a given rank bound
with different tensor decomposition methods in detail. The optimization problem of
tensor completion with a given rank bound can be formulated as:
minimize
X
1
2
‖PO(X −T )‖2F
subject to rank(X ) = S, (9)
where X is the recovered tensor, and T is the observed tensor. rank(X ) has dif-
ferent forms, such CP rank, Tucker rank, tensor train rank, tensor ring rank, etc. S is
a given bound rank of low rankX , andPO denotes the random sampling operator,
which is defined by:
PO(A ) =
{
Ai1,i2,...,iN (i1, i2, . . . , iN) ∈O
0 otherwise.
4.1.1 CP factorization based approaches
Given a tensor X ∈ RI1×I2···×IN with a known CP rank, which denotes the number
of rank-one tensor, the (9) can be formulated as the following optimization prob-
lem [42]:
minimize
X ,B(n)
1
2
‖PO(X −T )‖2F
subject to X =
S
∑
s=1
λsb
(1)
s ◦b(2)s ◦ · · · ◦b(N)s . (10)
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This problem can be solved by the alternating least squares (ALS), which updates
one variable with other variables fixed [42]. However, the model is non-convex,
which would suffer from the local-minimum and need a good initialization to per-
form well [43]. Besides, some other related methods such as CP weighted optimiza-
tion (CPWOPT) [44], Geometric nonlinear conjugate gradient (geomCG) [45] are
proposed to deal with this problem.
Recently, some methods can improve the recovery results through the data prior
information. As far as we know, there are mainly two methods that consider the
data patterns. One is fully Bayesian CANECOMP/PARAFAC (FBCP) method [46],
which uses the Bayesian inference to find an appropriate tensor rank. The joint dis-
tribution of this framework can be written as:
p(TO,Θ) = p(TO|{B(n)}Nn=1,τ)
N
∏
n=1
p(B(n)|λ )p(λ )p(τ) (11)
where the hyperparameters Θ = {B(1),B(2), . . . ,B(N),λ , τ}, λ = [λ1,λ2, . . . ,λS], τ
denotes the noise precision. The hyperprior over λ can be defined by:
p(λ ) =
S
∏
s=1
Γ (λs|a,b),
where Γ (x|a,b) = baxa−1e−bxΓ (a) is a Gamma distribution.
The other is smooth PARAFAC tensor completion (SPC) method [47], which can
be formulated as:
minimize
g1,··· ,gS,u(1),...,u(N)
1
2
‖X −Y ‖2F+
S
∑
s=1
g2s
2
N
∑
n=1
ρ(n)‖L(n)u(N)s ‖pp,
subject to Y =
S
∑
s=1
gsu
(1)
s ◦u(2)s ◦ · · · ◦u(n)s , XO =ZO, XO = YO,
‖u(N)s ‖2 = 1, ∀s ∈ {1, . . . ,S}, ∀n ∈ {1, . . . ,N}. (12)
where gs is a coefficient of the s-th rank-one factor tensor in CP decompostion, u
(n)
s
is r-th feature vector, ◦ is the outer product of vectors, ‖L(n)u(n)s ‖pp is a smoothness
term, which can be divided into two kinds of total variations. When p = 1, the term
is total variation (TV) and when p = 2, the constraint term is quadratic variation
(QV).
4.1.2 Tucker factorization based approaches
Given a tensor X ∈ RI1×I2···×IN with a known Tucker rank (S1,S2, . . . ,SN), the (9)
can be formulated as the following optimization problem [48]:
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minimize
X ,B(n),G
1
2
‖PO(X −T )‖2F
subject to X = G ×1 B(1)×2 B(2) · · ·×N B(N), (13)
where G ∈ RS1×S2×···×SN is the core tensor, and the factor matrix B(n) ∈ RIn×Sn .
This problem can be solved by the ALS algorithm [48] and speeded by the high-
order orthogonal iteration (HOOI) [32],which iteratively calculates one column-
wise orthogonal factor matrix corresponding to the dominant singular vectors of
X(n). Besides, when the majority of the tensor entries are unknown, some related
methods [45, 49, 50] are efficient. They exploit the Riemannian structure on the
manifold tensors with known tucker rank and use nonlinear conjugate gradient de-
scent.
In addition, the generalized model of tensor completion with a predefined Tucker
rank is popular and can be formulated as:
minimize
X
1
2
‖t−P(X )‖2F
subject to rankTucker(X )≤ (S1,S2, . . . ,SN), (14)
where t ∈ RM is the observation data, P : RI1×I2,···×IN 7−→ RM is the linear mea-
surement operator. This problem can be solved by tensor iterative hard threshold-
ing (TIHT) [51], which employs the truncated higher order singular value decom-
position (HOSVD) [33] as the thresholding operator and achieves a quasi-optimal
low rank tensor approximation. In [52], an improved step size TIHI (ISS-TIHI) is
proposed to increase the convergence speed. Besides, other related works such as
sequentially optimal modal projections (SeMP) [53], sequential rank-one approxi-
mation and projection (SeROAP) [54], and sequential low-rank approximation and
projection (SeLRAP) [55] are proposed to effectively resolve tensor recovery prob-
lems.
4.1.3 Tensor train factorization based approaches
Given a tensorX ∈RI1×I2···×IN with a known tensor train rank (S1,S2, . . . ,SN ,SN+1),
the (9) can be formulated as the following optimization problem [56]:
minimize
X ,U
1
2
‖X −Y ‖2F
subject to PO(X ) =PO(T ), Y ∈ TTT(S1,S2, . . . ,SN). (15)
whereY ∈TTT(S1,S2, . . . ,SN)meansY (i1, i2, · · · , iN)=U1(:, i1, :)U2(:, i2, :) · · ·UN(:
, iN , :),Un ∈RSn×In×Sn+1 . This problem is non-convex and exists a quasi-optimal ap-
proximation solution. It can be calculated using nonlinear block Gauss-Seidel itera-
tion with respect to the blocks U1,U2, . . . ,UN ,X [56, 57]. For each small block, it
can be solved by least squares fit and this approach can accelerate the convergence
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by successive over-relaxation, which is called as alternating directions fitting [56].
Besides, with fixed tensor train rank, this problem can be solved using a nonlinear
conjugate gradient scheme within the framework of Riemannian optimization[58],
which can make the storage complexity scaling linear with the number of dimen-
sions.
In addition, with the success of matrix completion [59] and tensor completion
using Tucker rank [60, 61], a similarly way of tensor completion using fixed tensor
train rank bound was proposed in the form of [62]:
minimize
Un,Vn,X
N−1
∑
n=1
αn
2
‖UnVn−X<n>‖2F
subject to PO(X ) =PO(T ) (16)
where X<n> ∈ R∏
n
j=1 I j×∏Nj=n+1 I j . With a given rank Sn, the matrix X<n> can be
factorized as X<n> = UnVn with Un ∈ R∏
n
j=1 I j×Sn and Vn ∈ RSn×∏
N
j=n+1 I j . For this
problem, the block coordinate descent (BCD) method [63] was used to optimize to
alternatively optimize different groups of variables (Un,Vn,X ).
4.1.4 Tensor Ring factorization based approaches
To the best of our knowledge, low rank tensor ring completion [64] is the only
one work for tensor completion with fixed tensor ring rank (S1,S2, . . . ,SN). Given a
tensor X ∈ RI1×I2···×IN under tensor ring model, the optimization problem can be
formulated as:
minimize
U
1
2
‖PO(X −T )‖2F
subject to X ∈ TTR(S1,S2, . . . ,SN). (17)
where X ∈ TTR(S1,S2, . . . ,SN) means X (i1, i2, · · · , iN) = tr(U1(:, i1, :)U2(:, i2, :
) · · ·UN(:, iN , :)), Un ∈ RSn×In×Sn+1 . The tensor train ranks present the distribution
of the large for the middle factors and the lower for the boarder factors. And in
fact, the closer to the boarder factor, the lower the tensor train ranks are. The ten-
sor train decomposition drawbacks can be alleviate by tensor ring factorization. The
optimization problem (17) can be solved by ALS with a good initial point choosing.
In [64], the author proposed a novelty initialization algorithm which called tensor
ring approximation to make sure the ALS algorithm performs well.
4.1.5 t-SVD factorization based approaches
In this section, we consider a tensorX ∈RI1×I2×I3 with a fixed tubal rank. The op-
timization problem of low tubal rank tensor completion problem can be formulated
as:
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minimize
X ∈RI1×I2×I3
‖PO(X −T )‖F
subject to rank(X )≤ S, (18)
This problem can be solved by decomposing the target tensor as the circular convo-
lution of two low tubal rank tensor, which can be rewritten as [65]:
minimize
X ,A ,B
‖PO(A ∗B†−T )‖F
subject to X =A ∗B† (19)
where A ∈ RI1×S×I3 ,B ∈ RI2×S×I3 . This low tubal rank tensor completion model
can be solved by alternating minimization algorithm [24, 66].
Furthermore, a tensor-CUR decomposition based model was proposed to solve
the problem (18), which can be converted to the following optimization prob-
lem [67]:
minimize
U
‖PO(C ∗U ∗R−T )‖F
subject to X = C ∗U ∗R, PO(X ) =PO(T ) (20)
where C ∈RI1×I1×I3 ,U ∈RI1×I2×I3 ,R ∈RI2×I2×I3 . It can be solved by the matrix-
CUR approximation for each frontal face. Besides, In [68], the authors show the
smooth manifold of a fixed tubal rank tensor can be seen as an element of the product
manifold of fixed low-rank matrices in the Fourier domain. This problem can be
solved by the traditional convex methods such as conjugate gradient descent [69].
4.2 Rank minimization model
In practice, the tensor rank bounds may not be available in some applications. When
only a few observations are available, the choice of high rank bound may led to
over-fitting. To avoid the occurrence of it, another group of methods is to directly
minimize the tensor rank, which can be given as follows:
minimize
X
rank(X )
subject to XO =TO, (21)
where XO = TO means the Xi1,...,iN = Ti1,...,iN , the index {i1, . . . , iN} is in the ob-
servation index O, where rank(X ) denotes the rank of tensor variable X . There
are different kinds of tensor ranks, such as CP rank, Tucker rank, tubal rank, tensor
train rank, etc. With different definitions of tensor rank, there are many methods
optimization models for tensor completion problems. However, the rank is a non-
convex function with respect to X , and the problem (21) is NP-hard [70]. Most
existing methods [71, 72] are using nuclear norm (trace norm) as the convex sur-
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rogate of non-convex rank function. In particular, the tensor nuclear norm for CP
rank is impossible to solve and to the best of our knowledge, tensor nuclear norm
for tensor ring rank has never been investigated for tensor completion. Hence, we
will mainly introduce the methods of Tucker rank minimization, tubal rank mini-
mization and tensor train rank minimization for tensor completion in the following
subsections.
4.2.1 Tucker rank minimization model
Given a tensorX ∈RI1×I2···×IN , the tensor completion based on minimizing Tucker
rank can be formulated as:
minimize
X
rankTucker(X )
subject to XO =TO, (22)
where rankTucker(X ) = (rank(X[1]), rank(X[2]), . . . , rank(X[N]) [32], and rank(X[n])
denotes the rank of the unfolding matrix X[n]. Under the definition of Tucker rank,
the optimization problem (22) can be written as [73, 74, 60]:
minimize
X[n]
N
∑
n=1
wn rank(X[n])
subject to XO =TO, (23)
where wn,n = 1, · · · ,N are the weights with ∑Nn=1 wn = 1. In fact, the matrix rank
functions in the optimization model (23) is nonconvex, but it can be relaxed to
the matrix nuclear norm approximation. This generates the following optimization
problem [73]:
minimize
X[n]
N
∑
n=1
wn‖X[n]‖∗
subject to XO =TO. (24)
Where ‖X[n]‖∗ is the tightest convex envelop for rank(X[n]). The problem (24) can
be solved using simple low-rank tensor completion (SiLRTC) and strictly solved
using high accuracy low-rank tensor completion (HaLRTC) by adding an equation
constraint [73]. In order to improve the performance, the method which uses volume
measurement [75] is proposed and can be formulated as:
minimize
X
‖X ‖vol
subject to XO =TO, (25)
where the volume of tensor is defined as:
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‖X ‖vol =
N
∏
i=1
‖X[i]‖vol
=
N
∏
i=1
Ni
∏
j=1
σ j(X[i]),
σ j(X[i]) is the j-th singular value of mode-i unfolding matrix. This model can be
solved by the ADMM. However, the sum of weighted nuclear norms model may
be sub-optimal with the dimension increasing [76, 77]. To handle the issue, a more
appropriate convex model, which makes the mode-n unfolding matrix more bal-
anced and maintains the low rank property was proposed [76]. In addition, the core
tensor trace-norm minimization (CTNM) [78] method using ADMM algorithm can
alleviate computational cost in large scale problems.
Furthermore, in order to enhance the recovery quality for some real data, such as
natural images, videos, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) images and hyperspec-
tral images, investigating the intrinsic structure of data is necessary. Hence, some
smooth priors can be added to improve the recovery quality for images comple-
tion [79, 80, 81]. There are two groups of state-of-the-art models for tensor comple-
tion considering the prior information.
Based on the factor prior, one presents the nuclear norm of individual factor
matrices as the following optimization problem:
minimize
X ,G ,U(n)
N
∑
n=1
wn‖U(n)‖∗+β tr((U1⊗·· ·⊗UN)L(U1⊗·· ·⊗UN)T)+ γ‖G ‖2F
subject to X = G ×1 UT1 · · ·×n UTn , XO =TO. (26)
where β tr((U1⊗·· ·⊗UN)L(U1⊗·· ·⊗UN)T)+γ‖G ‖2F are the regularization items,
β and γ are the weighting parameters between nuclear norm and regularization
items. L is a matrix designed by the prior information, and tr((U1⊗·· ·⊗UN)L(U1⊗
·· ·⊗UN)T) can be interpreted as the constraint for the local similarity of visual data.
This problem can be solved using augmented Lagrange multiplier (ALM) algorithm
[82].
Based on the recovered tensor prior, the other proposes the simultaneous min-
imization of the tensor nuclear norm and total variation (TV). The optimization
model is as follow:
minimize
X
‖(1−ρ)‖X ‖∗+ρ‖X ‖TV
subject to νmin ≤X ≤ νmax, ‖ZO−XO‖2F ≤ δ . (27)
where ρ is the weight between nuclear norm and TV terms, and δ is the error
bound.The first inequality constraint in (27) is to impose all values of output ten-
sor within a given range [νmin,νmax]. The second inequality constraint implies that
the recovered data entries and the observed data entries in the set O are generally
consistent but allows existing a certain amount of noise. The problem of simulta-
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neous minimization of low rank and TV terms can be solved by the primal-dual
splitting method (LRTV-PDS) [80, 81].
4.2.2 Tensor train rank minimization model
Given a tensorX ∈ RI1×I2···×IN , the tensor completion based on minimizing tensor
train rank can be formulated as:
minimize
X
rankTT(X )
subject to XO =TO, (28)
where rankTT(X )= (rank(X<1>), rank(X<2>), . . . , rank(X<N−1>) [36], and rank(X<n>)
denotes the rank of the unfolding matrix X<n>, so it can be written as (28):
minimize
X<n>
N−1
∑
n=1
wn rank(X<n>)
subject to XO =TO, (29)
where wn, n = 1, · · · ,N − 1 are the weights with ∑N−1n=1 wn = 1. This optimization
problem can be approximated by the matrix nuclear norm as follows [62]:
minimize
X<n>
N−1
∑
n=1
wn‖X<n>‖∗
subject to XO =TO. (30)
Especially, the unfolding X<n> is more balanced than the unfolding X[n]. For this
model when n = N2 , it is similar to the case in [76]. The problem (30) can be solved
by simple low-rank tensor completion via tensor train (SiLRTC-TT) [62].
4.2.3 Tubal rank minimization model
Given a tensor X ∈ RI1×I2×I3 , the tensor completion based on minimizing tensor
tubal rank can be formulated as:
minimize
X
ranktubal(X )
subject to XO =TO, (31)
where the tensor tubal rank, denoted by ranktubal(X ), is the number of nonzero
singular tubes ofS , whereS is fromX =U ∗S ∗V T [83]. Following the opti-
mization approach in [73], the problem (31) is firstly formulated as [83]:
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minimize
X
‖X ‖TNN
subject to XO =TO (32)
where ‖X ‖TNN is the nuclear norm of X , which is equal to the tensor nuclear
norm (TNN ) of blkdiag(Xˆ ). Here blkdiag(Xˆ ) is a block diagonal matrix defined
as follows:
blkdiag(Xˆ ) =

Xˆ (1)
Xˆ (2)
. . .
Xˆ (n3)
 ,
where Xˆ (i) is the i-th frontal slice of Xˆ , i= 1,2, ..., I3. Besides, some related works
were proposed to complete the video, which has the redundancy in frames and spa-
tial resolution, such as a twist tensor nuclear norm [84] and TNN [85].
Furthermore, to better estimate the tensor tubal rank, some new convex en-
velopes, such as the tensor truncated nuclear norm (T-TNN) and weighted tensor
nuclear norm (W-TNN), were proposed to replace the traditional TNN in t-SVD.
The optimization model based on T-TNN can be rewritten as [86]:
minimize
X
‖X ‖∗− max
A ∗A T=I , B∗BT=I
tr(A ∗X ∗BT)
subject to XO =TO, (33)
where A ∈ RI1×S×I3 andB ∈ RI2×S×I3 . This problem can be divided into two sub-
problems. One updates the variable tensor X by ADMM with the tensors A and
B fixed. And the other one updates the variable tensorsA andB using the updated
tensorX , which can be solved by t-SVD in Definition 16.
The another optimization model based on W-TNN is as follow[87]:
minimize
X
‖X ,WX ‖W ~
subject to XO =TO, (34)
where WX is the weight tensor of X , and ‖X ,WX ‖W ~ is the weighted tensor
nuclear norm operator, which is defined as: where Σ f (i, i, j) is the singular value of
X . Through introducing an auxiliary tensor and converting it to Inexact Augmented
Lagrangian function, this problem can be solved using Inexact Augmented Lagrange
Multiplier (IALM).
4.3 other variants
Except for the methods that complete the tensor in its original space, extending it to a
higher-order tensor is also a good method in some special cases. In [88], the authors
proposed a method which using some embedding transform to a higher space for
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the tensor completion. This method suits for the case that all entries are missed in
some continuous slices, which is illustrated in Fig. 7.
Tensor
input output
rank increment
fixed rank
Tucker Decompositions
Figure 5: Conceptual illustrations of the proposed methods.
application to Tucker-based completion to the best of our
knowledge. The main reason for using the rank increment
method is the non-uniqueness of the solution for the tensor
X . Thus, the resultant tensor depends on its initialization.
The main feature of the rank increment method is that the
tensor should be initialized by a lower rank approximation
than its target rank. Based on this strategy, the proposed
algorithm can be described as follows.
• Step 1: Set initial Rm = 1 for all m.
• Step 2: Obtain G and {U (m)}Mm=1 with (R1, ..., RM )
using Algorithm 1 and obtain X = G × {U}.
• Step 3: Check the noise condition ||QH ~ (T H −
X )||2F ≤ , where the algorithm is terminated if it is
satisfied; otherwise, go to the next step.
• Step 4: Choose the incremental mode m′ and incre-
ment Rm′ , and then go back to step 2.
The problem is how to choose m′ and how to increase the
rank Rm′ . We propose choosing m′ using the “m-th mode
residual” of the cost function, which is defined as a residual
on the multi-linear subspace spanned by all the factor matri-
ces excluding the m-th mode factor. This is mathematically
formulated as:
m′ = argmax
m
||(QH ~ (T H −X ))×−m {UT }||2F .
(22)
We can interpret this as meaning that the selected m′-th
mode has a high expectation of cost reduction when Rm′
increases while the other-mode ranks remain fixed.
For the rank increment process, we consider the rank se-
quences for individual modes. For example, the rank se-
quence for the m-th mode is set as Lm = [1, 2, 4, 8, ..., Jm]
because the contribution rates of the singular vectors usually
decrease exponentially. Thus, a small rank increment is im-
portant for the phase of a low-rank approximation, whereas
a small rank increment is not effective for the phase of a rel-
atively high-rank approximation. Large rank steps for the
high-rank phase help to accelerate the algorithm, but they
should be selected carefully because excessively large rank
steps may lead to problems with non-unique solutions. The
Algorithm 2 Tucker-based tensor completion with rank in-
crement
1: input: T ∈ RJ1×···×JM , Q ∈ {0, 1}J1×···×JM ,
{L1, ...,LM}, , tol.
2: initialize: km ← 1, Rm ← Lm(km) (∀m), G ∈
RR1×···×RM , and {U (m) ∈ RJm×Rm}Mm=1;
3: X ← G × {U};
4: f1 ← ||Q~ (T −X )||2F ;
5: repeat
6: Do lines 5-10 in Algorithm 1;
7: X ← G × {U};
8: f2 ← ||Q~ (T −X )||2F ;
9: if |f2 − f1| ≤ tol then
10: X˜ ←Q~ (T −X );
11: m′ ← argmaxm ||X˜ ×−m {UT }||2F ;
12: km′ ← km′ + 1, and Rm′ ← Lm′(km′);
13: else
14: f1 ← f2;
15: end if
16: until f2 ≤ 
17: output: G,U (1), ...,U (M);
proposed method for Tucker-based tensor completion with
rank increment is summarized in Algorithm 2.
3. Experiments
3.1. Verification of the proposed method using a
typical color image
First, in our experiments, we tried to fill the missing
slices in a typical color image by using MDT and fixed
rank Tucker decomposition. The input image is depicted
in Figure 5. We set τ = (32, 32, 1) and a (256, 256, 3)
color image was converted into a (32, 225, 32, 225, 1, 3)
tensor. The fifth mode can be ignored so this Hankel
tensor was regarded as a fifth-order tensor with a size of
(32, 225, 32, 225, 3). Figure 6 shows the images obtained
with various settings for the rank parameter. Clearly, low-
rank Tucker decomposition with the Hankel tensor success-
fully filled the missing area. However, an important is-
sue is how to treat the difference between the meanings
of (R1, R3) and (R2, R4). The fundamental difference be-
tween (R1, R3) and (R2, R4) is due to the window sizes of
32 and 225. Thus, it should be noted that a lower (R1, R3)
may contribute to the representation of the local structure
(e.g., smoothness), whereas a lower (R2, R4) may con-
tribute to the representation of the global structure (e.g., re-
cursive textures) of the image. In Figure 6, when we com-
pare two flows from the bottom right to the top right, and
from the bottom right to the bottom left, the low-rankness
of (R2, R4) is clearly more important than that of (R1, R3)
for recovering the missing area.
Fig. 7: Illustration of the tensor completion using embedding transform.
5 Experiments
In this section, we conduct several experiments on color image “ peppers ” using
different tensor completion methods, which i lude factorization based approaches
and rank minimization based approaches. The sampling methods of all test experi-
ments are random sampling with respect to different sampling ratios (SR), which is
defined as:
SR =
O
∏Nn=1 In
(35)
where O is the number of observation entries, In, n = 1, . . . ,N is the dimension
corresponding to mode k.
To measure the recovered performance of tensor completion algorithms, the rel-
ative error between the original tensor and recovered tensor, which is the most used
evaluation metric, has been defined as:
Rel = ‖X¯ −X ‖F/‖X ‖F, (36)
where X¯ is the recovered tensor andX is the original tensor. Besides, peak signal-
to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM) are the commonly ap-
plied in images recovery. The PSNR is the error between the original and recon-
structed imag s, which is defin d as:
PSNR = 20log10(MAX/
√
MSE), (37)
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where MAX is the maximum value of all the pixels in the image, and mean squared
error (MSE) is defined as:
MSE = ‖PO ∗ (Xˆ −X )‖2F/‖PO‖2F. (38)
The SSIM measures the similarity of two images based on three comparison mea-
surements with respect to luminance, contrast and structure, which is defined as:
SSIM = l(X ,Xˆ )α · c(X ,Xˆ )β · s(X ,Xˆ )γ , (39)
where α , β and γ are the weights corresponding to the luminance measurement
l(X ,Xˆ ), contrast measurement c(X ,Xˆ ), structure measurement s(X ,Xˆ ).
Fig. 8 shows the recovered images using ALS algorithms using different de-
composition with a given bound rank. We set the bound ranks parameters as: 10,
[10,10,3], [1,10,10,1], [10,10,10] for CP rank bound, tucker rank bound, tensor
train rank bound and tensor ring rank bound, respectively. Fig. 9 shows the metric
Fig. 8: Recovered the peppers image using different methods with a given bound
rank.
using Rel, PSNR and SSIM with SR from 10% to 40%. From the Fig. 9, we could
observe that different decomposition methods with the same rank bound under the
SR changes from 10% to 40%, the result is different.
Fig. 10 are recovered results with different rank minimization under the SR =
20%. And Fig. 11 shows the performance of different rank minimization with re-
spect to Rel, PSNR and SSIM under the SR changes from 10% to 40%.
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Fig. 9: The performance of different decomposition method with a bound rank in
terms of Rel, CPU time, PSNR and SSIM.
Fig. 10: The recovered results with different rank minimization.
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Fig. 11: The performance of different decomposition method with rank minimiza-
tion in terms of Rel, CPU time, PSNR and SSIM.
6 Conclusions
In this review, we provide clear guidelines of tensor completion for researchers in
processing color images and videos. First, we divided tensor completion algorithms
into two groups according to predefined rank and rank minimization, and then for
each group, we introduce a variety of optimization models in details with respect
to different tensor decomposition. Additionally, we conduct a group of experiments
using the factorization based approaches and rank minimization models. And we
find that the rank minimization models perform well in terms of the accuracy and
cost time.
7 Discussion and Future Work
We introduce a variety of tensor completion methods based on different tensor de-
composition. Traditional tensor decompositions, such as CP decomposition and Tu-
cIker decomposition, have been studied many times. The CP decomposition can re-
duce the storage complexity from ID to IDS where D is the dimension of a tensor, I
is the size corresponding to dimension and S is the CP rank, but the minimization of
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tensor nuclear norm for CP rank is an NP-hard problem. Hence, the existing low CP
rank tensor completion methods often iteratively update the factor matrices with a
predefined rank. The Tucker decomposition can reduce the storage complexity from
ID to IDS+ SD, where D is the dimension of a tensor, I is the size corresponding
to dimension and we assume S1 = S2 = · · · = SN = S, rankTucker = (S1,S2, . . . ,SN),
which indicts that the storage complexity grows exponentially with the dimensional
increasing. In addition, t-SVD is a good extending of matrix, but it only suits for
3rd-order tensor. The simple tensor network decomposition including tensor train
decomposition and tensor ring decomposition has shown its performance with tra-
ditional tensor composition, but the related work is little.
With the increasing of the data size, the computation cost of traditional tensor
decomposition such as Tucker decomposition and CP decomposition is more ex-
pensive. In contrast, tensor network decomposition can replace it. Besides, more
efficient and fast algorithms need to be proposed to deal with the big data. Further-
more, applying the tensor space into a higher-order space is one of the important
work in the future.
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